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ABSTRACT
Query understanding is a fundamental problem in information
retrieval (IR), which has attracted continuous attention through
the past decades. Many different tasks have been proposed for
understanding users’ search queries, e.g., query classification or
query clustering. However, it is not that precise to understand a
search query at the intent class/cluster level due to the loss of many
detailed information. As we may find in many benchmark datasets,
e.g., TREC and SemEval, queries are often associated with a detailed
description provided by human annotators which clearly describes
its intent to help evaluate the relevance of the documents. If a
system could automatically generate a detailed and precise intent
description for a search query, like human annotators, that would
indicate much better query understanding has been achieved. In this
paper, therefore, we propose a novel Query-to-Intent-Description
(Q2ID) task for query understanding. Unlike those existing ranking
tasks which leverage the query and its description to compute
the relevance of documents, Q2ID is a reverse task which aims
to generate a natural language intent description based on both
relevant and irrelevant documents of a given query. To address
this new task, we propose a novel Contrastive Generation model,
namely CtrsGen for short, to generate the intent description by
contrasting the relevant documents with the irrelevant documents
given a query. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our model by
comparing with several state-of-the-art generation models on the
Q2ID task. We discuss the potential usage of such Q2ID technique
through an example application.
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Table 1: An example from the TREC 2004 Robust dataset.
Query (Number: 400): Amazon rain forest
Description: What measures are being taken by local South American
authorities to preserve the Amazon tropical rain forest?
Document 1 (DOCNO: LA050789-0087): Eight nations of South America’s Amazon basin called on wealthy countries to provide money for
the preservation of the world’s greatest rain forest and for the economic development of the region. At the first summit meeting on the
Amazon ... (Relevance: 1)
Document 2 (DOCNO: LA060890-0004): Destruction of the world’s
tropical forests is occurring nearly 50% faster than the best previous
scientific estimates showed ... Tree burning accounts for an estimated
30% of worldwide total carbon dioxide emissions ... (Relevance: 1)
Document 3 (DOCNO: LA062589-0034): For Beverly Revness and
Janice Tarr ... Scientists also caution that burning the trees amounts
to a double-barreled contribution to global warming the so-called
“greenhouse effect.” Combustion adds pollutants and carbon dioxide to
the atmosphere ... (Relevance: 0)

1

INTRODUCTION

Query understanding is a key issue in information retrieval (IR),
which aims to predict the search intent given a search query. Understanding the intent behind a query offers several advantages:
1) achieving better performance on query reformulation, query refinement, query prediction and query suggestion, and 2) improving
the document relevance modeling based on the search intent of the
query.
There have been many related research topics dedicated to query
understanding over the past decades. Early works include a huge
amount of human analysis and effort to identify the intent of a
search query [53]. Later, many automated query intent analysis,
such as query classification and query clustering, have been proposed to understand users’ information needs. Query classification
[6, 7, 27] aims to classify queries into one or more pre-defined
target categories depending on different types of taxonomies. However, most existing research on query classification has focused on
the coarse-grained understanding of a search query at the intent
category level, which may result in the loss of many detailed information. Query clustering [4, 25, 64] attempts to discover search
topics/intent by mining clusters of queries. Nevertheless, it is a little
difficult for a human to clearly understand what each cluster represents. Hence, it is not that precise to understand a search query at
the intent class/cluster level.
As we may find in many relevance ranking benchmark datasets
(e.g., TREC1 and SemEval2 ), queries are often associated with a
detailed description provided by human annotators which clearly
1 https://trec.nist.gov/
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SemEval

describes its intent. As shown in Table 1, given a short query “Amazon rain forest” from the TREC 2004 Robust dataset, the description precisely clarifies its search intent “what are the measures to
preserve the Amazon tropical rain forest”. Based on the detailed
description, the relevance of the documents to a query can be well
evaluated (i.e., relevance score 1 denotes relevant and relevance
score 0 denotes irrelevant). From this example, we can find that the
intent description is a more accurate and informative representation of the query compared with the intent class/cluster proposed in
previous works. If a system could automatically generate a detailed
and precise intent description for a search query, like human annotators did, that would indicate much better query understanding
has been achieved.
In this paper, we thus introduce a novel Query-to-Intent-Description
(Q2ID) task for query understanding. Given a query associated with
a set of relevant and irrelevant documents, the Q2ID task aims to
generate a natural language intent description, which interprets
the information need of the query. The Q2ID task can be viewed as
a reverse task of those existing ranking tasks. Specifically, the Q2ID
task generates a description based on both relevant and irrelevant
documents of a given query, while existing ranking tasks explicitly
utilize the query and its description to compute the relevance of
documents. Note the Q2ID task is quite different from traditional
query-based multi-document summarization tasks which typically
do not consider the irrelevant documents. To facilitate the study
and evaluation of the Q2ID task, we build a benchmark dataset3
based on several public IR collections, i.e., Dynamic Domain Track
in TREC, Robust Track in TREC and Task 3 in SemEval.
To address this new task, we introduce a novel Contrastive Generation model, named CtrsGen for short, to generate the intent
description by contrasting the relevant documents with the irrelevant documents of a given query. The key idea is that a good intent
description should be able to distinguish relevant documents from
those irrelevant ones. Specifically, our CtrsGen model employs the
Seq2Seq framework [2], which has achieved tremendous success
in natural text generation. In the encoding phase, rather than treat
each sentence in relevant documents equally, we introduce a queryaware encoder attention mechanism to identify those important
sentences that can reveal the essential topics of the query. In the
decoding phase, we employ a contrast-based decoder attention mechanism to adjust the importance of sentences in relevant documents
with respect to their similarity to irrelevant documents. In this way,
the CtrsGen model could identify those most distinguishing topics
based on contrast.
Empirical results on the Q2ID benchmark dataset demonstrate
that intent description generation for query understanding is feasible and our proposed method can outperform all the baselines
significantly. We provide detailed analysis on the proposed model,
and conduct case studies to gain better understanding on the learned
description. Moreover, we discuss the potential usage of such Q2ID
technique through an example application.

2

RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, the Query-to-Intent-Description task
is a new task in the IR community. In this section, we briefly review
3 The dataset is available at https://github.com/daqingchong/Q2ID-benchmark-dataset.

three lines of related work, i.e., query understanding, summarization and interpretability.

2.1

Query Understanding

The most closely related query understanding tasks include query
classification, query clustering, and query expansion.
2.1.1 Query Classification. Query classification has long been
studied for understanding the search intent behind the queries
which aims to classify search queries into pre-defined categories.
Query classification is quite different from traditional text classification since queries are usually short (e.g., 2-3 terms) and ambiguous
[27]. Initial studies focuses on the type of the queries based on the
information needed by the user and various taxonomies of search
intent have been proposed. [6] firstly classified queries according
to their intent into 3 types, i.e., Navigational, Informational and
Transactional. This trichotomy is the most widely adopted one
in automatic query intent classification work probably due to its
simplicity and essence. Later, many taxonomies based on [6] are
established [1, 49]. Since the query is often incomplete and indirect,
and the intent is highly subjective, many works are proposed to
consider the topic taxonomy for queries. Typical topic taxonomies
used in literature include that proposed in the KDD Cup 2005 [35],
and a manully collected one from AOL [5]. Different methods have
been leveraged for this task. Some works are focusing to tackle the
training data sparsity by introducing an intermediate taxonomy for
mapping [29, 52], while some mainly considers the difficulty in representing the short and ambiguous query [5]. Beyond the previous
major classification tasks on search queries, there has been research
work paying attention to other “dimensions”, e.g., information type
[45], time requirement [28] and geographical location [23].
2.1.2 Query Clustering. Query clustering aims to group similar
queries together to understand the user’s search intent. The very
early query clustering technique comes from information retrieval
studies. The key issue is that how to measure the similarity of
queries. Similarity functions such as cosine similarity or Jaccard
similarity were used to measure the distance between two queries.
Since queries are quite short and ambiguous, these measures suffer
from the sparse nature of queries. To address this problem, clickthrough query logs have been mined to yield similar queries. [4] first
introduced the agglomerative clustering method to discover similar
queries using clicked URLs and query logs. [64] analyzed both query
contents and click-through bipartite graph, and then applied DBSCAN algorithm to group similar queries. [67] presented a method
that groups similar queries by analyzing users’ sequential search
behavior. [47] combined click and reformulation information to
find intent clusters. [18] proposed the use of click patterns through
a hierarchical clustering algorithm. [42] proposed to dynamically
mine query intents from search query logs. [38] calculated query
similarity using feature terms extracted from user clicked documents with the help of WordNet. [25] quantified query similarity
based on the queries’ top ranked search results. Recently, [32] used
word2vec to obtain query representations and then applies Divide
Merge Clustering on top of it. [48] proposed a new document clustering prototype, where the information is periodically updated to
cater to the distributed environment.

2.1.3 Query Expansion. Query expansion aims to reformulate
the initial query by adding similar terms that help in retrieving
more relevant results. It was first applied by [37] as a technique for
literature indexing and searching in a mechanized library system.
Early works [21, 63] expanded the initial query terms by analyzing the expansion features, e.g., lexical, semantic and syntactic
relationships, from large knowledge resources, e.g., WordNet and
ConceptNet. Later, some works recognized the expansion features
over the whole corpus [56, 57, 68] to create co-relations between
terms, while many works utilized user’s search logs for expanding
original query [14, 15]. Besides, several works used both positive
and negative relevance feedback for query expansion [30, 46]. Recently, natural language generation models are used to automatically expand queries. [44] designed a query expansion model on the
basis of a neural encoder-decoder model for question answering.
[34] proposed to introduce the conditional generative adversarial
network framework to directly generate the related keywords from
a given query.

2.2

Summarization

The most closely related summarization tasks include multi-document
summarization and query-based multi-document summarization.
2.2.1 Multi-Document Summarization. Multi-document summarization aims to produce summaries from document clusters on
the same topic. Traditional multi-document summarization models
studied in the past are extractive in nature, which try to extract the
most important sentences in the document and rearranging them
into a new summary [8, 19, 39, 59]. Recently, with the emergence
of neural network models for text generation, a vast majority of
the literature on summarization is dedicated to abstractive methods
which are largely in the single-document setting. Most methods
for abstractive text summarization [12, 26, 50, 58] are based on
the neural encoder-decoder architecture [2, 60]. Many recent studies have attempted to adapt encoder-decoder models trained on
single-document summarization datasets to multi-document summarization [33, 66]. Recently, for assessing sentence redundancy,
[11] introduced the improved similarity measure inspired by capsule networks and [20] incorporated MMR into a pointer-generator
network for multi-document summarization.
2.2.2 Query-based Multi-document Summarization. Query-based
multi-document summarization is the process of automatically generating natural summaries of text documents in the context of
a given query. An early work for extractive query-based multidocument summarization is presented by [22], which ranked sentences using a weighted combination of statistical and linguistic
features. [16] presented to extract sentences based on the language
model, Bayesian model, and graphical model. [40] introduced the
graph information to look for relevant sentences. [51] used the
multi-modality manifold-ranking algorithm to extract topic-focused
summary from multiple documents. Recently, some works employ
the encoder-decoder framework to produce the query-based summaries. [24] trained a pointer-generator model, and [3] incorporated
relevance into a neural seq2seq models for query-based abstractive
summarization. [43] introduced a new diversity based attention
mechanism to alleviate the problem of repeating phrases.

2.3

Interpretability

Interpretability, in machine learning has been studied under the
ill-defined notion of “the ability to explain or to present in understandable terms to a human” [17]. Recently there have been some
works on explaining results of a ranking model in IR. [54] utilized
a posthoc model agnostic interpretability approach for generating
explanations, which are used to answer interpretability questions
specific to ranking. [62] explored several sampling methods in generating local explanations for a document scored with respect to a
query by an IR model. [55] proposed a model-agnostic approach,
which attempts to locally approximate a complex ranker by using
a simple ranking model in the term space. Also, researchers have
explored various approaches [9, 13, 65] towards explainable recommendation systems, which can not only provide users with the
recommendation lists, but also intuitive explanations about why
these items are recommended.
The Q2ID task introduced in our work is quite different from the
above existing tasks. Firstly, query classification and query clustering focused on the coarse-grained understanding of queries at the
intent class/cluster level, while our Q2ID task provides fine-grained
understanding of queries by generating a detailed intent description.
Secondly, query expansion adds additional similar terms into the
initial query, while our Q2ID task generates new sentences as the intent description of a given query. Then, the Q2ID task generates the
intent description based on the relevant and irrelevant documents
of a given query, while there is no such consideration of irrelevant documents in multi-document summarization or query-based
multi-document summarization. Finally, most previous explainable
search/recommender systems aim to explain why a single document/product was considered relevant, while our Q2ID task aims
to generate an intent description for a given query based on both
the relevant and irrelevant documents.

3

PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

In this section, we introduce the Q2ID task, and describe the benchmark dataset in detail.

3.1

Task Description

Given a query associated with a set of relevant documents and
irrelevant documents, the Q2ID task aims to generate a natural
language intent description, which precisely interprets the search
intent that can help distinguish the relevant documents from the
irrelevant documents.
q
q
Formally, given a query q = {w 1 , . . . , wC } with a sequence
of C words, a set of M relevant documents R = {D r1 , . . . , D rM }
r is composed of T sentences,
where each relevant document Dm
m
and a set of N irrelevant documents I = {D i1 , . . . , D iN } where each
irrelevant document D ni is composed of Tn sentences, the Q2ID task
is to learn a mapping function д(·) to produce an intent description
y
y
y = {w 1 , . . . , w Z } which contains a sequence of Z words, i.e.,
д(q, R, I) = y,

(1)

where M ≥ 1 and N ≥ 0. Specifically, the collection of irrelevant
documents could be empty while the relevant documents are necessary for intent description generation.

Table 2: Data statistics: #s denotes the number of sentences,
#w denotes the number of words, #r denotes the number of
relevant documents, and #i denotes the number of irrelevant
documents.
Query
Query: avg #w
Query: avg #r
Query: avg #i
Relevant documents
Irrelevant documents
Relevant documents: avg #s
Irrelevant documents: avg #s
Intent Description: avg #w

3.2

5358
4.7
10.8
65.5
62,916
196,787
20.7
23.2
31.0

Data Construction

In order to study and evaluate the Q2ID task, we build a benchmark
dataset based on the public TREC and SemEval collections.
• TREC is an ongoing series of workshops focusing on a list of
different IR research areas. We utilize the TREC 2015, 2016 and
2017 Dynamic Domain Track4 and TREC 2004 Robust Track5 .
• SemEval is an ongoing series of evaluations of computational
semantic analysis systems. We utilize the SemEvalâĂŞ2015 Task
36 and SemEvalâĂŞ2016 Task 37 for English8 .
In these IR collections, queries are associated with a humanwritten detailed description, and documents are annotated with
multi-graded relevance labels indicating a varying degree of match
with the query intent/information. As a primary study on the intent
description generation, here, we convert multi-graded relevance
labels into binary relevance labels, indicating a document is relevant
or irrelevant to a query. We leave the Q2ID task over multi-graded
relevance labels as our future work.
With regard to different tasks, we define the binary relevance
labels for documents as follows:
• For Dynamic Domain Track, each passage is graded at a scale of
0 ∼ 4 according to the relevance to a query (i.e., subtopic). We
treat passages with rating of 1 or higher as relevant documents,
and passages with rating of 0 as irrelevant documents.
• For Robust Track, the judgment of each document is on a threeway scale of relevance to a query (i.e., topic). We treat documents
annotated as highly relevant and relevant as relevant documents,
and documents annotated as not relevant as irrelevant documents.
• For Task 3 in both SemEval-2015 and SemEval-2016, each answer
is classified as good, bad, or potential according to the relevance
to a query (i.e., question). We treat answers annotated as good as
relevant documents, and the rest as irrelevant documents.
In this way, we obtain the <query, relevant documents, irrelevant
documents, intent description> quadruples, as ground-truth data
for training/validation/testing. Queries with no relevant documents
are removed. Table 2 shows the overall statistics of our Q2ID benchmark dataset. Note there are 743 queries without corresponding
irrelevant documents in our dataset.
4 https://trec.nist.gov/data/dd.html
5 https://trec.nist.gov/data/robust.html
6 http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2015/task3/
7 http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task3/
8 We

do not consider the Arabic language and SemEvalâĂŞ2017 [41] task which reran
the four subtasks from SemEval-2016.

4

OUR APPROACH

In this section, we introduce our proposed approach for the Q2ID
task in detail. We first give an overview of the model architecture,
and then describe each component of our model as well as the
learning procedure.

4.1

Overview

Without loss of generality, the Q2ID task needs to distill the salient
information from the relevant documents and remove unrelated
information from the irrelevant documents with respect to a query.
For example, as shown in Table 1, given the keyword query “Amazon rain forest”, there might be different underlying users’ search
intents, like “location of Amazon rain forest”, “age of Amazon rain
forest” or “protection of Amazon rain forest”. From the relevant
document 1 and 2, we can find several topics, e.g., “the measures
to preserve Amazon rain forest” and “the effect of tree burning”.
From the irrelevant document 3, it mainly talks about the topic of
“the effect of tree burning”. By contrasting the relevant documents
with the irrelevant documents, we find that the query “Amazon
rain forest” aims to search for “the measures to preserve Amazon
rain forest” instead of “the effect of tree burning”. Therefore, in this
work, we formulate the Q2ID task as a novel contrastive generation
problem and introduce a CtrsGen model to solve it.
Basically, our CtrsGen model contains the following four components: 1) Query Encoder, to obtain the representation of a query; 2)
Relevant Documents Encoder, to obtain the representations of relevant documents by finding common salient topics through the consideration of the semantic interaction between relevant documents;
3) Irrelevant Documents Encoder, to obtain the representations
of irrelevant documents by modeling each irrelevant document
separately; 4) Intent Description Decoder, to generate the intent
description by contrasting the relevant documents with the irrelevant documents given a query. The overall architecture is depicted
in Figure 1 and we will detail our model as follows.

4.2

Query Encoder

The goal of the query encoder is to map the input query to a vector
representation. Specifically, we use a bi-directional GRU [10] as the
q
query encoder. Each word wc in the query q is firstly represented by
q
its semantic representation ec as the input of the encoder. Then, the
query encoder represents the query q as a series of hidden vectors
q C
{hc }c=1
modeling the sequence from both forward and backward
directions. Finally, we use the concatenated forward and backward
hidden state as the query representation xq .

4.3

Relevant Documents Encoder

Generally, the relevant documents encoder takes in the input relevant documents, and encodes them into a series of hidden representations. Relevant documents are assumed to share similar underlying topics since they are all related to the specific information
need behind a query to different extent. To achieve this purpose,
we propose to encode the relevant documents together by concatenating the source M relevant documents into a single relevant
r }, with U (i.e., U = ÍM T )
mega-document D r = {s 1r , . . . , sU
m=1 m
r
sentences where each sentence su contains Lru words.
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of contrastive generation model (CtrsGen).
We adopt a hierarchical encoder framework, where a word encoder encodes the words of a sentence sur , and a sentence encoder
encodes the sentences of a relevant mega-document D r . We use a
bi-directional GRU as both the word and sentence encoder. Firstly,
r for a given word w r in each senwe obtain the hidden state hu,l
u,l
r
tence su by concatenating the forward and backward hidden states
of the word encoder. Then, we concatenate the last hidden states of
the forward and backward passes as the embedding representation
eur of the sentence sur . A sentence encoder is used to sequentially
U and the hidden repreceive the embeddings of sentences {eur }u=1
resentation hur of each sentence sur is given by concatenating the
forward and backward hidden states of the sentence encoder.
Different from previous simple methods [24, 66] which directly
concatenate or aggregate the hidden states of sentences to obtain
the relevant mega-document representation, we further employ
a query-aware encoder attention mechanism as follows, to aggregate the sentence representations according to their importance to
obtain a good relevant mega-document representation.
Query-aware Encoder Attention Mechanism The key idea
of the query-aware encoder attention mechanism is to identify
those important sentences in the relevant documents that can reveal
the essential topics of the query rather than treat each sentence
equally. Different from pre-defined relevance scores using unigram
overlap between query and sentences [3], we leverage the query
representation xq to estimate the importance of each sentence
through attention.
Specifically, the importance score (or weight) γur of each sentence
r
su is given by γur = so f tmax(xq · Q · hur ), where Q is a parameter matrix to be learned and the softmax function ensures all the
weights sum up to 1. Finally, we obtain the representation of the
relevant mega-document xr by using the weighted sums of hidden
r }, i.e., xr = ÍU γ r hr .
states {hr1 , · · · , hU
u=1 u u

4.4

Irrelevant Documents Encoder

Different from the relevant documents encoder which encodes
relevant documents together, the irrelevant documents encoder
processes each irrelevant document separately. The key idea is
that while relevant documents could be similar to each other, there
might be quite different ways for documents to be irrelevant to a

query. Therefore, it is unreasonable to take the semantic interaction
between irrelevant documents into consideration.
i , . . . , si
For each irrelevant document D ni = {sn,1
n,Tn } where each
i contains K i words, we adopt a hierarchical encoder
sentence sn,t
n,t
framework similar with that in relevant documents encoder. Thus,
i
we can obtain the hidden representation of each word w n,t,k
in
Ki

n, t
i , i.e., {hi
each sentence sn,t
n,t,k }k =1 , the embedding representation

i in each irrelevant document D i , i.e., {ei }Tn ,
of each sentence sn,t
n
n,t t =1

i , i.e., {hi }Tn .
and the hidden representation of each sentence sn,t
n,t t =1
Finally, we obtain all the sentence hidden representations in N
N ,Tn
irrelevant documents, i.e., {hin,t }n=1,t
=1 .

4.5

Intent Description Decoder

The intent description decoder is responsible for producing the intent description given the representations of the query, relevant documents and irrelevant documents. To generate the intent description y, we employ 1) a query-aware decoder attention mechanism,
which maintains a query-aware context vector to make sure more
important content in the query is attended, and 2) a contrast-based
decoder attention mechanism, which maintains a document-aware
context vector for description generation to distinguish relevant
documents from those irrelevant ones with respect to a query.
q
Specifically, the query-aware context vector cz and the documentd
aware context vector cz are provided as extra inputs to derive the
y
hidden state hsz of the z-th word w z in an intent description and
y
later the probability distribution for choosing the word w z .
s
Concretely, hz is defined as,
y

q

hsz = fs (w z−1 , hsz−1 , cz , cdz ),
(2)
y
where fs is a GRU unit, w z−1 is the predicted word from vocabulary
at z − 1-th step when decoding the intent description y.
The initial hidden state of the decoder is defined as the weighted
sums of query and relevant mega-document representations,
hs0 = Wq xq + Wr xr ,
(3)
where Wq and Wr are learned parameters.
y
The probability for choosing the word w z is defined as,
y

y

y

q

p(w z |w <z , q, R, I) = fд (w z−1 , hsz , cz , cdz ),

(4)

where fд is a nonlinear function that computes the probability
vector for all legal output words at each output time. We now
describe the specific mechanism in the follows.
4.5.1 Query-aware Decoder Attention Mechanism. The key idea
of the query-aware decoder attention mechanism is to make the
generation of a description focusing on the query. The description
should contain as much information relevant to the query as possiq
ble. We maintain a query-aware context vector cz for generating
y
q
the z-th word w z in the description. Specifically, cz is a weighted
sum of the hidden representations of all the words in the query q,
C
Õ
q
q
q
cz =
α z,c hc ,
(5)
c=1

q

q

where α z,c indicates how much the c-th word wc from the query q
contributes to generating the z-th word in the intent description y,
and is usually computed as,
q
q
α z,c = so f tmax(hc · W1 · hsz−1 ),
(6)
where W1 is a learned parameter.
4.5.2 Contrast-based Decoder Attention Mechanism. The intent
description should cover topics in relevant documents and eliminate topics in irrelevant documents of a given query. To achieve this
purpose, we introduce a contrast-based decoder attention mechanism between relevant documents and irrelevant documents with
respect to a query.
Specifically, the contrast-based decoder attention mechanism
contains two steps: 1) to compute the sentence-level attention
weights in the relevant documents when decoding the intent description, 2) to compute the the contrast scores to adjust the sentencelevel attention weights in the relevant documents.
• Sentence-level Attention Weight Firstly, we compute the atr of each sentence s r in relevant mega-document
tention weight α z,u
u
D r , which indicates how much each sentence sur contributes to
y
generating the z-th word w z in the intent description y,
q

r
α z,u
= so f tmax(vT tanh(W2 hur + W3 cz + W4 hsz−1 )), (7)
where W2 , W3 and W4 are learned parameters. Specifically, the
q
query-aware context vector cz is used to incorporate query relevance into the focus on the relevant documents.
• Contrast Score Then, we compute the contrast score for each
sentence sur ∈ D r , to omit the information similar with the irreler for generating the z-th
vant documents. The contrast score βz,u
word in the description is defined as,
βˆr = λSim(s r , y <z ) − (1 − λ) max Sim(s r , s i ),
(8)
z,u

u

i ∈I
s n,
t

u

n,t

r
r
βz,u
= so f tmax(βˆz,u
),
(9)
where λ is a balancing factor. The two similarity functions are
defined as,
– The similarity function Sim(sur , y <z ) between each sentence
sur in the relevant mega-document and current generated description y <z is defined as,
Sim(sur , y <z ) = hur · W5 · hsz−1 ,
(10)
where W5 is a learned parameter.
i ) between each sentence
– The similarity function Sim(sur , sn,t
r
i in
su in the relevant mega-document and each sentence sn,t

the irrelevant documents is defined as,
i
Sim(sur , sn,t
) = so f tmax(tanh(hur · W6 · hin,t ),
(11)
where W6 is a learned parameter.
Finally, we maintain a document-aware context vector cdz for
y
generating the z-th word w z in the description y,
U
Õ
r
r
cdz =
βz,u
α z,u
hur .
(12)
u=1

4.6

Model Learning

We employ maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to learn our
CtrsGen model in an end-to-end way. Specifically, the training
objective is a probability over
Õ the training corpus D,
arg max
log p(y|q, R, I; θ ).
(13)
θ

(q, R, I,y)∈D

We apply stochastic gradient decent method Adam [31] to learn
the model parameters θ .

5

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness
of our proposed model.

5.1

Experimental Settings

To evaluate the performance of our model, we conducted experiments on our Q2ID benchmark dataset. In preprocessing, all the
words in queries, documents and descriptions are white-space tokenized and lower-cased, and pure digit words and non-English
characters are removed. We randomly divide the 5358 queries into
training(5000)/validation(100)/test(258) query sets.
We keep the 120,000 most frequently occurring words in our experiments. All the other words outside the vocabularies are replaced
by a special token <UNK> symbol. We implement our model in
Tensorflow. Specifically, we use one layer of bi-directional GRU for
each encoder and uni-directional GRU for decoder, with the GRU
hidden unit size set as 256 in both the encoder and decoder. The
dimension of word embeddings is 300. We use pretrained word2vec
vectors trained on the same corpus to initialize the word embeddings, and the word embeddings will be further fine-tuned during
training. The learning rate of Adam algorithm is set as 0.0005. The
learnable parameters (e.g., the parameters Wq and W1 ) are uniformly initialized in the range [−0.1, 0.1]. The mini-batch size for
the update is set as 16. We clip the gradient when its norm exceeds
5. We set the λ = 0.5 to calculate the contrast score in Equ. 8. All
the hyper-parameters are tuned on the validation set.

5.2

Baselines

5.2.1 Model Variants. Here, we firstly employ some variants of
our model by removing some components and adopting different
model architectures.
• CtrsGen-I removes the input irrelevant documents, and only
considers the effect of the queries and relevant documents.
• CtrsGen-I+Con is similar with CtrsGen-I , but considers the decoder attention over the concatenation of the hidden states of
the queries and relevant documents.
• CtrsGen-Q removes the query, and only considers the effect of
the relevant and irrelevant documents.

• CtrsGen-Q-I removes the query and irrelevant documents, and
only considers the effect of the relevant documents.
• CtrsGenIrCon concatenates the irrelevant documents and encodes them as a single input.
• CtrsGenReIrCon concatenates the relevant and irrelevant documents into a single input as the relevant mega-document.
5.2.2 Extractive Models. We also apply extractive summarization models to extract a sentence from the relevant documents as
the intent description.
• LSA [59] applys Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to pick a
representative sentence.
• TextRank [39] is a graph-based method inspired by the PageRank algorithm.
• LexRank [19] is also a graph-based method inspired by the
PageRank algorithm. The difference with TextRank is to use different methods to calculate the similarity between two sentences.
5.2.3 Abstractive Models. Additionally, we consider neural abstractive models, including query-independent and query-dependent
abstractive summarization models, to illustrate how well these systems perform on the Q2ID task.
• Query-independent abstractive summarization models based
on the relevant documents include,
– ABS [50] is the attention bag-of-words encoder based sentence
summarization model.
– Extract+Rewrite [58] firstly scores sentences using LexRank
and then generates a title-like summary.
• Query-dependent abstractive summarization models based
on the query and relevant documents include,
– PG [24] employs a pointer-generator model for query-based
summarization.
– RSA [3] incorporates query relevance into the seq2seq framework for query-based summarization.
– SD2 [43] introduces a diversification mechanism in querybased summarization for handling the duplication problem.

5.3

Evaluation Methodologies

We use both automatic and human evaluation to measure the quality
of intent descriptions generated by our model and the baselines.
For automatic evaluation, following the previous studies [20,
33, 50], we adopt the widely used automatic metric Rouge [36] to
evaluate n-grams of the generated intent descriptions with goldstandard descriptions as references. We report recall results on
Rouge-1, Rouge-2 and Rouge-L.
For human evaluation, we consider two evaluation metrics: 1)
Naturalness, which indicates whether the intent description is grammatically correct and fluent; and 2) Reasonableness, which measures
the semantic similarity between generated intent descriptions and
the golden baseline descriptions. We asked three professional native speakers to rate the 258 test quadruples in terms of the metrics
mentioned above on a 1∼5 scale (5 for the best).

5.4

Ablation Analysis

We conduct ablation analysis to investigate the effect of proposed
mechanisms in our CtrsGen model. As shown in Table 3, we can find
that: (1) By removing the irrelevant documents, the performance

Table 3: Ablation analysis of our CtrsGen model with its variants under the automatic evaluation (%). Two-tailed t-tests
demonstrate the improvements of CtrsGen to the variants
are statistically significant (‡ indicates p-value < 0.01).
Model
CtrsGen-I
CtrsGen-I+Con
CtrsGen-Q
CtrsGen-Q-I
CtrsGenIrCon
CtrsGenReIrCon
CtrsGen

Rouge-1
23.31
23.26
23.07
22.55
24.19
22.62
24.76‡

Rouge-2
4.05
4.03
3.94
3.59
4.51
3.60
4.62

Rouge-L
19.03
19.02
18.61
17.25
19.43
17.14
20.21‡

Table 4: Comparisons between our CtrsGen and the baselines under the automatic evaluation (%).
Model
LexRank
LSA
TextRank
ABS
Extract+Rewrite
PG
RSA
SD2
CtrsGen

Rouge-1
13.73
18.49
20.15
17.21
18.85
20.81
19.65
21.37
24.76

Rouge-2
1.74
2.05
2.95
1.23
2.49
3.04
2.39
3.25
4.62

Rouge-L
10.92
14.50
16.43
12.83
15.45
17.25
16.17
18.49
20.21

of CtrsGen-I and CtrsGen-I+Con has a significant drop as compared
with CtrsGen. The results indicate that contrasting the relevant documents with the irrelevant documents does help generate the intent
description better. (2) CtrsGen-Q performs worse than CtrsGen-I ,
showing that the information in the query has much bigger impact
than that in irrelevant documents for extracting salient information
for intent description generation. (3) CtrsGenIrCon performs worse
than CtrsGen. The reason might be that it tends to bring noisy
information when considering the interaction between irrelevant
documents. (4) The performance of CtrsGenReIrCon is relatively poor,
indicating that considering all judged documents as relevant tends
to bring noisy information that may hurt the intent description
generation. (5) CtrsGen-Q-I gives the worst performance, indicating
that traditional multi-document summarization model without considering the query and irrelevant documents is not suitable for the
Q2ID task. (6) By including all the mechanisms, CtrsGen achieves
the best performance in terms of all the evaluation metrics.

5.5

Baseline Comparison

The performance comparisons between our model and the baselines
are shown in Table 4. We have the following observations: (1) The
abstractive methods generally outperform the extractive methods,
since those extractive methods are unsupervised in nature. (2) The
query-independent abstractive summarization models (i.e., ABS and
Extract+Rewrite) perform worse than the query-dependent abstractive summarization models (i.e., PG, RSA and SD2 ), showing that it
is necessary to generate the intent description with the guidance
of the query. (3) By introducing a diversification mechanism for
solving the duplication problem, SD2 improves Rouge scores when
compared to PG and RSA. (4) As compared with the best-performing

Table 5: Results on the human evaluation. Best% is the ratio
of the best score in the two metrics.
SD2
CtrsGen
Human

Naturalness
3.14
3.46
4.72

28
Rouge-1%

Best%
17.46
34.63
70.42

25.4
23.2

23.9

22
20
18

Rouge-1
24.99
23.12

Irrelevant Documents
With
Without

24.5
21.8

Rouge-2
4.99
4.15

Rouge-L
21.35
19.56

Rouge-1
25.21
24.03

Rouge-2
4.73
4.14

Rouge-L
20.44
19.12

20.2

Table 8: An example from the test Q2ID data.
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of CtrsGen for different
sentence numbers of relevant documents.
baseline SD2 , the relative improvement of CtrsGen over SD2 is about
42.1% in terms of Rouge-2. (5) Our CtrsGen model can outperform
all the baselines significantly (p-value < 0.01), demonstrating the
effectiveness of the contrastive generation idea.
Table 5 shows the results of the human evaluation. We can see
that our CtrsGen outperforms the best performing baseline SD2
in all evaluation metrics. The results imply that our model can
generate fluent and grammatically correct intent descriptions (i.e.,
Naturalness) which better interpret the search intent behind the
queries (i.e., Reasonableness) than the baseline SD2 .

5.6

Query Type
Question
Keyword

Table 7: Performance comparison of our CtrsGen model for
queries with and without irrelevant documents (%).

Sentence number

26
24

Reasonableness
1.73
2.86
4.21

Table 6: Performance comparison of our CtrsGen model for
different query types (%).

Breakdown Analysis

Beyond above overall performance analysis, we also take some
breakdown analysis for the Q2ID task.
5.6.1 Analysis on Query Types. There exist two query types in
our Q2ID dataset, i.e., natural language questions from SemEval and
keyword-based queries from TREC. There are 103 keyword queries
and 155 natural language questions respectively in the test dataset.
Here, we analyze the generated intent description for different
query types from our CtrsGen model. As shown in Table 6, we can
see that CtrsGen model for questions perform better than that for
keywords. The major reason might be that the natural language
questions are usually long and thus bring more key information
needs, which could help capture the search intent better.
5.6.2 Analysis on Relevant Document Length. We also analyze
the effect of relevant document length for intent description generation. Since the relevant documents are concatenated into a single relevant mega-document in our CtrsGen model, we depict the
histogram of Rouge-1 results over different sentence numbers of
relevant mega-documents. The results are shown in Figure 2. For
the test dataset, the average sentence number of relevant megadocuments is 203. From the results, we can observe that by introducing less than 80 or more than 120 relevant documents, our model
tends to bring insufficient information or noisy information that
may hurt the intent description generation.

Query: Community Care Centers
p
Relevant Documents: (D 1 ) Another issue the county faced was Ebola’s
spread in community care centers. Community care centers are part of the
p
strategy to combat the ongoing Ebola epidemic ... (D 2 ) Centre provides
p
an alternative to Ebola Treatment Units where residents can seek ... D 38
Irrelevant Documents: (D 1n ) Liberia is actively considering the concept
of Community Care Centers (CCCs) smaller 10-20 bed units located in
“hot spot” ... (D 2n ) Save the Children is constructing and operating Ebola
Community Care Centers to provide “close to the community” care ...
Intent Description:
Ground Truth: Describe the new initiative, and also the controversy,
surrounding the opening of Community Care Centers throughout West
Africa and how they will aid in combating the spread of Ebola.
SD2 : Community Care Centers is constructed to provide services and
care for Ebola cases.
CtrsGen: World Health Organization establishes Community Care Centers in Africa to combat Ebola epidemic. What measures are taken to
prevent the Ebola’s spread.

5.6.3 Analysis on Irrelevant Documents Existence. To further analyze the effect of irrelevant documents, we conduct a comparison
of the generated intent descriptions from our CtrsGen model for
queries with and without irrelevant documents. There are 223 and
35 queries with and without irrelevant documents respectively in
the test dataset, As shown in Table 7, we can find that the performance of CtrsGen for queries with irrelevant documents is better
than that for queries without irrelevant documents. These results
again demonstrate the effectiveness of contrasting the relevant
documents with the irrelevant documents of a given query.

5.7

Case Study

To better understand how different models perform, we show the
generated intent description from our CtrsGen model as well as that
from the best baseline model SD2 . We take one query “Community
Care Centers” from the test data as an example. Due to the limited
space, we only show some key sentences. As shown in Table 8, we
can see that without the consideration of irrelevant documents,
SD2 focuses on the “services for Ebola cases”, instead of “combat
for Ebola spread”. On the contrary, by leveraging the irrelevant
documents, our model can better distill the essential information,
and then generate a much more accurate intent description which
is more consistent with the ground-truth.

Mexico City has come to be known as the pollution capital of the world. Mexico hopes to sign
a free trade agreement with the US in the next 12 months, and its environmental record will be
scrutinised closely by the US Congress. In winter months much of the pollution is trapped by
clouds of cold air that hang over the city. Kaifu offered financial and technological assistance
to Mexico and said that Japan will cooperate in efforts to combat pollution in Mexico City.
The Environmental Ministry invested hundreds of millions of dollars in improving public
transport, the quality of gasoline, and planting trees; and in November raised leaded gasoline
prices by 55 per cent. Mr Hurd pressed the Mexican authorities on the North American Free
Trade Agreement, urging that this not erect barriers to the outside world.

Mexico City has come to be known as the pollution capital of the world. Mexico hopes to sign
a free trade agreement with the US in the next 12 months, and its environmental record will be
scrutinised closely by the US Congress. In winter months much of the pollution is trapped by
clouds of cold air that hang over the city. Kaifu offered financial and technological assistance
to Mexico and said that Japan will cooperate in efforts to combat pollution in Mexico City.
The Environmental Ministry invested hundreds of millions of dollars in improving public
transport, the quality of gasoline, and planting trees; and in November raised leaded gasoline
prices by 55 per cent. Mr Hurd pressed the Mexican authorities on the North American Free
Trade Agreement, urging that this not erect barriers to the outside world.

Generated Intent Description: North America Free Trade agreement is reached
by Mexico to fight against pollution.

Generated Intent Description: Mexico City’s air pollution is the worst in the
world. The government takes a series of measures to combat pollution.

(a) CtrsGen"#

(b) CtrsGen

Figure 3: (a) and (b) is the heatmap of the sentence-level decoder attention weights in relevant documents for generating the
first word in the description, given by CtrsGen-I and CtrsGen respectively. Deeper shading denotes higher value.
Furthermore, we analyze the effect of irrelevant documents in our
CtrsGen model. As shown in Figure 3, we visualize the sentencer
level decoder attention weights α z,u
(Eq. (7)) over the relevant
documents from our model variant CtrsGen-I , and the adjusted
r α r (Eq. (12)) over the relevant documents from our
weights βz,u
z,u
CtrsGen model. From the test data, we select a new query “Mexican
Air Pollution” with ground-truth intent description “Mexico City
has the worst air pollution in the world. Pertinent Documents would
contain the specific steps Mexican authorities have taken to combat
this deplorable situation”. Due to space limitation, we only visualize
sampled 6 sentences in the relevant documents for generating the
first word in the description. As we can see, CtrsGen-I pays too much
attention on the 2-th and 6-th sentences which confuse the model
to generate a description mainly about the “Free Trade Agreement”.
Specifically, the attention weight of the 2-th and 6-th sentence
computed by CtrsGen has a significantly drop as compared with
CtrsGen-I due to the high similarity with irrelevant documents. This
in turn guides the decoder to pay attention to those informative
sentences and generate a much better intent description.

5.8

Potential Application

Here, we discuss the potential usage of such Q2ID technique. An
interesting application would be to facilitate the exploratory search,
i.e., interpreting the search results in exploratory search.
In exploratory search, users are often unclear with their information needs initially and thus queries may be broad and vague. Based
on the pseudo relevant feedback idea [61], we can treat the top k
ranked documents as relevant documents and others as irrelevant
documents, and then leverage the Q2ID technique to generate the
intent description. Such description could be viewed as an explanation of how the search engine understands the query and why
those documents are displayed at the top ranks. With such interpretation, users may better understand the search results and find
a direction to refine their query. For instance, as shown in Figure
4, the query is “Shanghai Disneyland”, and an intent description
of this ambiguous query “Describe the general information about
Shanghai Disneyland, such as location, history, and guide maps.
How much is a ticket to Shanghai Disneyland and where can I
buy it?” is generated based on the understanding of the search
intent by the search engine. If the user’s intent is to find “What
are the must-see attractions at Shanghai Disneyland?”, he/she will
easily find that the search engine has not captured that aspect and
a refinement (e.g., Shanghai Disneyland Attractions) is necessary
in the following. This can provide the user with a better overall
search experience, in turn, boost the retrieval performance and the
confidence of a search engine.

The ranked results are based on the understanding of the search intent as follows:
Describe the general information about Shanghai Disneyland, such as location, history,
and guide maps. How much is a ticket to Shanghai Disneyland and where can I buy it?

Figure 4: An example application in exploratory search using our Q2ID technique.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a challenging Q2ID task for query
understanding via generating a natural language intent description based on relevant and irrelevant documents of a given query.
To tackle this problem, we developed a novel Contrastive Generation model to contrast the relevant documents with the irrelevant
documents given a query. Empirical results over our constructed
Q2ID dataset showed that our model can well understand the query
through a detailed and precise intent description.
In the future work, we would like to consider the multi-graded
relevance labels of documents with respect to the query intent, and
realize the potential usage of such Q2ID technique in the above
discussed application. Also, it is valuable to do experiments on
transferring intent descriptions learned on one corpus to another
due to the lack of labeled data of this kind.
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